
Ivan – summer 2015 
After return from Zambia our tagged Corncrake „Ivan“ tagged 2014 near Primda (CZ) selected new “summer” 
territory in Dolomite Alps in Italy. He is there from 26.6.15. Despite large dispersal of mostly low quality 
locations (with some deviated erroneously) and knowing species behavior we can judge that he is using only 
a restricted meadow area near Costalta (San Pietro di Cadore) and not forests or small clearings to west . 

 
All “better” locations of Ivan (Lc B excluded) form a cluster “above” Costalta. Period  26.6.-15.8.15(+). 

 
Costalta. Surprisingly, he selected steep mountain meadows in elevation about 1500 m a.s.l. (from Web). 



We visited this area on 17.8.15 when Ptt was supposed to be active from about 8 am. The signals of our bird 
were located quickly after our arrival above the village.  After initial tests we specified the area with our bird 
and made the first activity monitoring (from about 150m distance). 

 
Due to rainy weather  we used a shelter bellow ruined hay loft. 

 
The signal of PTT was fluctuating that was a sign of alive active bird (different strength levels of messages 
transmitted every minute; bellow: for comparison with other charts the time axis set 3h). 
 



 
Points from where we measured bearings and the activity charts (P1, P3). 

 
Activity chart taken from close distance (despite reduced signal levels the chart is bad due to the circuit 
limitation but the lowest levels still evident occasionally). 
 



 
The core area of Ivan: small “spring” area – the only more flat land with various meadow vegetation. 

 
Another view where Ivan spent 17.8.15 but most probably majority of whole period there. (On the end of our 
monitoring we played a playback male voice and bird reacted with an strong “angry voice” after but only 
once. This place does not seem to be good for breeding but Ivan was there for 2 months and his voice 
reaction against another male may indicate strong territorial behaviour….  



 
View from distance… 

 
Measuring berings in rain…. 



Notes: Time setting of the voice recorder and camera OK;  supposed earlier calculated ON beginning (8:28 
CET) was corrected (according to ON concerned) to 8:50 CET.  We had no signal till app 9:15 in the car. This 
can be a real beginning of ON. We left the area about  13:26 and could monitor signals also down in the 
walley about 2.5 km far in Casada (behind the ridge). 
 

 
Maximum distance of the signal reception. 

 
 “Official photo” of our expedition to monitor Ivan in Dolomite… 


